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mmm.
Pnd of Humanity is an edition

C dedicated to our own extinction.

An extinction of which we may not

escape when it happens.

The story shows how the Earth

has changed a lot of times and did

away with many forms of life that

prevailed at the time. It seems that

the end of humanity is inevitable

and increasingly closer.

It's estimated that Planet Earth has

approximately 4 billion years old

and our history only occupies a few

thousands. Our presence has been

very short and possibly fleeting.

Hope is the last thing the human
being ever lost, and thanks to this we
think we can live in space, that we
can detonate meteors before they 1

collide us, or stop global warming

even though our population grows

dramatically year after year.

Seems that something has to

happen, but we don't know why,

how or when.

In spite of that, we are human beings

and thanks to our imagination and

creativity we've passed through big

problems of humanity. Now more

than ever we must confront them

with a higher developed mentality.

Let's face it: we are our true threat.
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INTERVIEW WITH LEMMY KILMISTER

Germany

www.imotorhead.com

December 2009

By Nina C.Alice

hola@publicistas.org

© designs by Nelson Medina



You are on tour in Germany at

the moment, how is the audience

and how x
s the sound so far?

The german audience is the best for us

because they stayed loyal-when other

fashions came in, they just listened to

those as well, with giving up on the old

stuff.

It
N
s not allowedtosmoke atshows

anymore, what do you think

about this? Do you think it
x
s the

end ofthe rock
xn x

roll vibe?

I think its stupid if you still have

automobiles and airplanes running

around! If they banned cars from the

inner cities, I'd get serious, but no they

won't!

You v
re wearing white boots

often, for how many years do you
have these and would you ever

wear green or even blue or red
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suede boots?

I have'nt worn white boots since

2002! Where have you been?

After so manyyears on the road,

what are you doing with your
time when you v

re backstage?

Drinking, video games and looking to

see if security have fucked up and let

some girls in!

Why are you not in the

Rock" iT Roll HALL OF FAME?
Is it true that you have to pay
40.000 $ to be in there?

I don't know. I don't care about it, I'd

rather be in peoples lives!

When will your solo album be
ready?

Whens its finished! Hopefully

February or March 2010.

Did you give up to get Jeff Beck
to do collaboration with you, or

are you still trying?

Jeff's hard to pin down.

Did you find a label to release

yournextalbumon orwouldyou
form your own label? (Better

H



^m
money for sure)

Were still under contract so we have

to wait and see!

Why speed, Jack Daniels + Coca
Cola, Marlboro and still single?

Why not Cocain, Wodka +

Redbull, Winston and married?

'Cos it pleases me

WhatdoyoudoafterMotorhead?
Blues in a pub? Managingyoung
bands? Becoming a politician?

Dying

What kind of music are you
listening to when you

v
re not in

the Motorhead vibe?

All sorts of stuff - Skunk Anansie

reformed. ..whoopee

!

What do you think about the

topic of the magazine: End of

Humanity

I think its a Wednesday but I'm not

sure.

Anything more to say to your
fans?

Yes... warrawarrawarra welcome to

the band that only intensifies your

suffering!

Alright, thanks Lem! Have a

great tour in Russia!

(...and I still believe I saw him
with his white boots on a few
years ago...haha)

Nina
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IF YOU THINK ABOUT IT (

global
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REVOLUTIONART - issue 22 Andrei Baciu - Romania
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CONTRIBUTOR PROFILE:
GIOVANNI TAGLIAVINNI

Whydoyoulik€R€volutionartP

Because it puts together Art and Revolution,

from the very title. I do believe Art must

necessarily be revolutionary. Looking for new

forms/different languages actually belongs

to Art's DNA. Art starts its journey from the

past, leaves it behind and eventually goes

beyond tradition, to find/create new ways

to communicate, to open up new horizons.

Moreover, Art offers a rather exhaustive

showcase of what's going on in different

areas of the world.

Houj mould you describe your
personal styleP

Everything is generated by the urgency of

communication. Then, as nothing comes out

of nothing, I could trace a virtual line from

my work back to the primitive graffiti, then

onwards again, passing by expressionists

(Grosz - Kirchner - Dix ... ); falling in love with

the colours of Vincent and Matisse, and with

some of Picasso's forms; sharing Munch's

anxiety as well as the apparent lightness' of

a 'minor' artist like Jim Flora; combining the

suffering of Bacon's contemporary man with

the 'simplicity' of Haring's neo-tribalism and

the contortions of Basquiat. And let me just

stop here ...

I am to my first love - painting, drawing,

illustrations- withoutactually never leaving

it at all, with a different spirit, perhaps more

disenchanted. As always, through my
works I try to hit the public with a punch

in the stomach, convinced as I am that a

bolt from the blue is more effective than

a stroking. This may sometimes disturb

the 'observer' and I'm sorry about this,

but what I do is no decoration or interior

design. More recently, I'm exploring new

possibilities of editing videos with my
drawings and photos. I started with a clip

for a friend's band ... you can watch these

videos on Youtube: http://www.youtube.

com/TAGLIAVINI1

What mould be your perfect

place to create?

Before talking of a physical place, I

would like to describe a 'mental locus'.

I mentioned before the 'urgency' of

communication: this often comes out

from anger and disillusion for what I see

and live around me: if you just take a look

around, you cannot but be pissed off,

and let me spare the details...

Sometimes, in a sort of masochistic

attitude, I look for this 'pissed off' state of

mind, as it's the vital spring of my brain

and hands. Then, while the idea and the

creation process may happen everywhere

and in any situation, the realization needs

solitude. I can't stand confusion when I

work in my studio: my son can be around,

or a friend, and that's it. Music is always with

me, keeps me company and adapts to what

I'm doing.

Sometimes I wish I could live in a cave, in

almost total solitude. I often feel like this,

particularlywhen I workon a commissioned

work. In some editorial offices, for example,

you deal with different people and you

never know who really decide about your

work or what is their cultural and personal

background when they make comments or

objections.When I say so, I don't mean to be

rude with anyone: actually, I believe some

of these people dislike their condition, too...

Phone calls and e-mails are also quite

annoying, but I never reach the point when

I switch off. As an 'art worker', I do need to

socialize, yet I keep on dreaming of being

alone in my cave, where I 'produce' without

'vernissage' or Viot-to-be-missed-events'

obligations.

What is Revolutionary in your
oiun luords?

I've already partially answered to this.Jn

short:

A close-to-reality Utopia

An open window

An expeceted pleasure coming every 2

months
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THE END humanity
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CONTRIBUTOR PROFILE:
L€AH COGHLAN

How mould you describe your
personal style?

Ever since I was a kid, I have been a big fan

of collages, and I think to this day, it still

totally shows in my work. Lots of pieces put

in place to make one unique scene. But who
knows, it could change tomorrow, as there

is always something to learn when you are

a graphic designer.

t would be your perfect

e to create?

doyoulikeRevoluti

It really makes me think outside of the box!

I'm given a theme ... and a size ... and then

I just let my imagination run wild! There's

so many ways to interpret the message

and it's crazy seeing how everyone else

delivers it. With so much to see and learn,

the possibilities are endless when it comes

to Revolutionart and I love it!

I think I am in it ... but could totally use a

more comfy chair!

Revolutionart in your> .* v
rdsP \V

•: i
*•

No rules. No limits. A world collective of

concepts and images that is constantly

evolving to a higher level of art!

City: Prince George, BC, Canada

Website: http://leahcoghlan.carbonmade.com/

t*M-+
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it's everyone's obligation to avoid it
REVOLUTIONART - issue 22 Quebrantahuesos - Uruguay
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Name: Adriana

Occupation: Pro Model

Age: 16

Country : Peru

Website: www.adrianabenito.com
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Photo by Carlos Fajardo
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REVOLUTIONARY
KARI

Name: Kari Tribble

Age: 26

Country: United States

Occupation: Musician/Entrepreneur

Website: karitribble.com

Photographer: Mike Minehart - mikeminehart.com
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Model: WildAtHeart

Occupation: Photographer and Model

Country: Germany
Website: www.wildatheart-photo.de
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ADRIENE

Model: Adriene Ferreira

Age: 25

Occupation: Model and Singer

Country: Brazil

Website: www.adrienneferreira.com



How did you start in modeling?

I started modeling in January of 2007 when I

did my first test shoot in Miami. It was with an

amazing photographer and he was working to

get an editorial for my book I could eventually

try to take it to a few agencies.

When we finished he told me I absolutely had

to go see an agent that day. I thought he was

just playing with me because I had driven down

wearing a t-shirt and flip-flops, I still had full

makeup on and

everything we shot was film, all I had where 5

polaroids on my hands. About an hour later,

I was leaving this really big building with a

contract from one of the top 1 agencies in the

world. I will never forget that feeling.

It was one of the happiest days of my life

because finally, I felt like I was where I was

supposed to be.



What event made you feel like a

consolidated modelP

I remember that day like it was yesterday. A very

important men's magazine requested to do a 4 page

spread about me for their next publication. I was so

excited because we are so used to read about all

the celebrities and the politicians in these issues,

that I've never really thought I would be able to be

part of it unless I lived in Hollywood. A few months

later because I was working a lot, I didn't realize the

magazine was already out. So I was wondering why

suddenly I was receiving tons of really nice emails

about my photos and my story. When I figured out

why, it made me feel so special because from then

on, people knew my name and who I was.

Houi is a typical day i

My day usually starts very early, most of the time I

am on the road way before the sun comes up. When
I get to work everyone is already running around

making sure everything is perfect. Most likely you

will find me
having breakfast, having my hair and my makeup

done at the same time. After everything is set I have

a little downtime, but I make sure I stay productive,

I use it to reply my emails, connect with my agents

and of course call mom. On set there are still a lot of

ajustments to be made, pins, lights, every person's

job is very important so it's crucial to all of us that

I perform well in front of the camera. Once I'm

shooting, time goes by super fast because I love

what I do. By the time I get home, I go for a run to

help me relax.

* *

Where do you think is the real

beauty of a woman?

I believe the real beauty of a woman is in the

power she has of lighting up a whole room with

her presence and kindness. It's the positive energy

inside of her that makes her so noticeable and

unique. It's atractive, everyone wants to be around

her. She doesn't have to be physically the most

beautiful, she becomes the most beautiful with a

shine that comes from the inside out and everyone

can see.
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REVOLUTIONART * MODELS

REVOLUTION \RT

This is the best place to expose

.Jent. If you are a model or a

jrapher, send your best shoots

to Revolutionart and show your work

to the world.

w w ^
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REVOLUTIONAR
music

Do you have a music project? Send your project's name, county, ,

picture and a direct link to hear you music to hola@publicistas.org with the

subject "MUSIC".

Click on the links to hear some cool music from the world :

ARI TRIBBI

country: united States

Hear: www.myspace.com/karitribble

N KILL BRi

j: Gringe / Noise

Country: Colombia
Hear: www.myspace.com/nkillbr^ ^

PRODIGAL MC
Style: Hip Ho|

Country: Peru

Hear: www.myspace.com/prodig^lmc^

pm^AL

i * i *M.

OF A DEAD MAN

untry: United States

ar: www.myspace.com/theoryofadeacfrnan

Meta
untry: United States

.ar: www.myspace.com/deathFylotrrmsic

M ;WF*

,le: Alternative/ Grunge / N

untry: United States

ar: www.myspace.com/seethe

OVEJ

ck/ P

ntry: Argentina

:ar: www.myspace.com/ovejas^pck
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n interview with

kone of Germany's

most successful musicians,

Stephan Weidner a.k.a "Der

W". Previously the bass

player of Bohse Onkelz, a

band that made big noise in

1

the past century, now a solo

artistarmed with a debutalbum

"Schneller, Hoeher, Weidner"

(Faster, Higher, Weidner) which

reached #2 in the German, charts

in 2008. A sold out solo tour in

2009 and now on the road with

Motorhead as their support act.

Q: Stephan, how's the tour

going at the moment? You are

on the road with Motorhead

as the support act this time

around. What's the reaction of

Motorhead's audience to you?

A: We've just finished with our

last show, and what can I say?

This tour has not only fulfilled all

expectations but even topped

them. I have mentioned this a few

times already on this tour that I

wouldn't do the opening act for a

lot of bands except for Lemmy and

Motorhead. Maybe for AC/DC or

Metallica. I have always admired

what Motorhead stands for. Simply

Rock 'n' Roll. Therefore, it was even

more enjoyable to see that these

guys are real characters on and off

stage. Guys with whom you really

like to do a tour like this. There's

nothing more disillusioning than

to be with people who you always

respected but who then turn out to

deconstruct themselves when you

chat with them. With Motorhead,

this didn't happen.

I already knew that the

Motorhead audience is a real hard

nut to crack for support bands. And

of course everyone just waits for the

headliner. But I hope and believe

that I made new fans here and

there. On each show, I was backed

up by my own fans attending. And
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throughout a situation like this, you can play

quite loose and self-reliant. At least the response

of the Motorhead fans was respectful towards

my performances. As a support act, you can't

expect more than that for a start.

Q: Because Madonna occupied #1,

your first solo album hit the charts at #2.

Otherwise you would have reached #1. Was
this a problem for you and are you into

Madonna at all?

A: When we realised who else's record was

being released at the same time as ours, we

were pretty sure to be unable to top Madonna.

And quite honestly, I wasn't expecting to enter

the charts or sell huge. I was simply happy to

have been able to record the album and get rid

of the heavy weight on my shoulders. Therefore

our #2 position in the charts was a sensation.

The only frustrating thing was when we found

out that only 200 more units were needed for

us to reach #1 . If I had known this, I would have

boughtthem myself- haha. Am I into Madonna?

She's a bit too withered for me.



Q: You recently started

playing guitar onstage. How
did that come together and can

yourfans expect more of this?

A: After the open-air festival

season, I parted ways with one of

my guitar players and all of the

sudden, two months before this

current tour, we found ourselves

without enough guitarists. At first

I was gonna get a replacement

second guitar player but another

idea quickly came along: I will do it

myself. Initially, it was a bit daring

as I had just moulded myself as

a singer. But I was self assured

enough to try and I arranged my
own rehearsal camp at home.

Practice, practice, practice...and

soon it was clear that it would work

out. Although complete bollocks

came out the guitar a few times

at the beginning, it was the right

decision. Along the way, it started

to feel better and better.

Q: I read you're definitely

going to record a second album.

Do you already have ideas,

lyrics, music? And will it take

the same direction as your first

album?

A: It's true. We're going to start

working on a new album in 2010

and new ideas exist already. So

far, I've worked mainly on lyrics

for it. I'm actually writing lyrics

constantly. As for the music

arrangements, we'll do it more as a

band this time. I will provide most

ofthe inputduring the preparations

for the recordings, and I'm looking

forward to jam with the guys. The

new album will sound more like

it's been done in one go probably.

I have promised myself to create a

happier album this time. Haha.

Q: When writing lyrics, what

are yourfavourite themes? Just

life itself, your emotions?

A: I get my inspiration out



of experience and observation. You don't have to live

through all of something to be able to write about it.

Even so it might sound cliched, but through writing you

can assimilate and get rid of a lot of personal problems.

Troubles which are bottled up are carried into songs and

as soon as these troubles are released this way, I feel free

to move on. This of course sometimes happens to be easy

and sometimes not. I am undergoing a metamorphosis

with each album and walk out of the studio as a different

person. I like to use the word "skinning"as a metaphor. I'm

shedding my snake skin on one album, so what the listener

hears is the previous version of myself. I am already few

steps ahead by then.

Q: You're working together with

Gestalten" (Berlin-based graphic design companyfor
media) for your album cover artwork, your website,

videos and more. How did you all get together andfor
how long do you know these guys?

A: Like it usually goes with collaborations in the music

biz: we had similar friends and got to know and respect

each other. Markus Hollmann, one of the heads of The

Gestalten, was an old school buddy of my friend and

biographer Eddy Hartsch.
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PS
>: What are you doing when you're not writing music?

A: I have a family who deserve all my spare time when I'm

not on the road. I try to be around them as much as I can. But

a musician's life is not all creating music. Organising things and

doing business are equal to playing guitar and singing. I am well

occupied as you can see.

: What books are you reading?

A: It's difficult to pick out certain books as I read from all

kinds of genre. I've just finished reading "Die Vermessung der

Welt" by Daniel Kehlmann, for the second time. Great book. At

the moment I'm carrying five books with me, but because of

different reasons I'm not getting to read any ofthem on this tour.

My management is constantly sending me to give autographs at

signing sessions, and the guys from Motorhead constantly come

over for a drink (laughs). k
Q: Last question: what's moving you in the world today?

A: What moves me? Today it's the band bus for the last time.

From Chemnitz to Frankfurt, then after that it will be nice and

quiet. Ha ha..

-Thank you for the insight, Stephan!
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REVOLUTIONART
DESIGN CORNER

SUSHI SOFA

Rubber on wood. Brazilian

contemporary furniture design.

www.campanabrothers.com

WALL LIGHTING

This is "Rudolph", you can

switch the bulbs to illuminate

your space as you wish.

www.volkerhaug.com

SELK'BAG®

Wearable sleeping bag by Rodrigo

Alonso. Don't miss the details here:

www.musuchouse.com/HTML/new_selk_ing.html

By Paola Vazquez

paola@publicistas.org

FAN CLOCK

The hand fan unfolds between

the hour and the minutes.

www.katzhq.com

LACIE HUB

Cool and flexible for your

desktop. 7 USB ports for

connecting up to 7 devices.

www.lacie.com

SEXY SHEETS

People's sheets are as exciting as

their dreams thanks to this design

house's idea.

www.truelovealways.co.uk

JENGA FURNITURE

Playful and practical. Users can

adjust the composition as the

classic game.

http://www.jaeyup.com

COMPACTABLE
URBAN BICYCLE

Wheel folding and Bike Structure

System by Victor Aleman.

www.yankodesign.com/2009/09/02/

reinvention-of-the-wheel
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Tell afriend about Rcvolutionart and save a human'

Nelson Medina - Editor
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Revolutionart International Magazine

Wall Info Photos Boxes Discussions +



WHVTrE Kii'lEN
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- Because he could not participate in this edition

- Because he lost the inspiration

- Because he believes the end of humanity is near

- Because this is the last issue of Revolutionart

shoot your answer at the community

http://www.RevolutionartMagazine.com/community



REVOLUTIONART INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE

Frequency: Every two months

Price: FREE $

Readers per issue:

70,000+

Distribution: All the world.

Readers origin :

I.Europe 28.4%
2.South America 19.5%
3.Asia 14.2%
4.USA and Canada 16.1 %
5.Centroamerica 9.1 %
6.Australia 3.4%
7.Africa 2.5%
others 3.7 %

REVOLUTIONARl

Promoted in AD festivals, magazines, blogs, podcasts and lot of alliances on

Internet.



needs your help to still being FREE

. Put a link to us in your website.

. Talk about us in all forums.

. Share this magazine with all your

friends.

. Post something cool about

Reuolutionart in you blog, myspace,

youtube, facebook, etc.

. Contact us for interviews articles

or media covering.

. Become a media partner.

www.Bevolutionartliflagazine.com



HOW to send
your r
artwork
FORTHE
NEXT
edition

// Send your artwork in high quality jpg with name,

country, e-mail, and website to

hola@publicistas . org

// Size:

920 x 550 pixels (if artwork is horizontal)

460 x 550 pixels (if artwork is vertical)

// It could be computer generated, photo, hand made

draw, photomanipulation , vector, raster, scanned or any

image from your creativity related to the next issue'

s

theme.



REVOLUTION 23

The warnings about global warming didn't

work, natural resources are gone and almost

all of humanity came to an end.

A few Revolutionart survivors will seek refuge

in the space where amazing wonders are

hidden and have never been explored by

their imagination ... new species, new energy,

new forms of life, and distant galaxies full of

The next theme is SPACE

SGND YOUR ARTWORK NOW !

Deadline: 15th Feb 2010

I I

2010 Publicistas.Org - REVOLUTIONART http://www.RevolutionartMagazine.com
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